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BGOP MEETINGS
Guild meetings are held on the first and third Fridays
of each month at 7:30 P.M. at the Gulf Branch Nature
Center, 3608 North Military Road, Arlington VA
22207. Meetings are usually held in the Guild’s shop
which is located about 50 yards past the Nature
Center building on the wooded path. Occasional
Friday meetings with a speaker or video are held in
the Nature Center auditorium. Call the HOTLINE for
updates on meetings and event.

Shop Rules And Etiquette
The Guild shop is available for use by members whenever
the Nature Center park is open. Shop is locked, so call
Shopmaster or a Board member for access. Follow all
safety rules. Record number of visitors on log sheet near
door.
Please observe the following rules and etiquette:
♦ Bring safety glasses and wear them. Work in a safe
manner at all times.
♦ Clean the shop before you start to work.
♦ Empty firepots and dump ash gate after each use to
minimize corrosion.
♦ Dump ashes in the ash dump outside, at the side of
the shop.
♦ Place tools back in their proper places.
♦ Dress bar ends which you have cut, to be ready for
the next user.
♦ Clean the shop before you leave, and carry out trash
which you create.
♦ Always turn out the lights and lock up when leaving.
♦ Bring your own material for personal projects. Shop
stock is for learning and practice.
♦ No alcoholic beverages on park property.

The Newsletter is mailed to members six times a year. Initial membership is $30 or three years for $60. Renewals are
$20 or three years for $55. Life memberships are $300. Membership applications and renewals may be sent to the
treasurer/membership chairman, George Anderton, check payable to BGOP.
ABANA chapter newsletters may reprint portions that are not individually copyrighted, so long as credit is given to original
source. Any other publication by prior arrangement with president of BGOP. The Blacksmiths’ Guild of the Potomac, Inc,
its officers, members, and editorial staff specifically disclaim any responsibility for damages or injuries that occur as a
result of the use in any way of any information contained in this newsletter.
©2000 Blacksmiths’ Guild of the Potomac, Inc., and as copyrighted by individual contributors
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The President/Vice President's Message
Keith has asked me if I would do the President's Message this month, since it would usually
center on Spring Fling activities, and he was unable to attend for much of this year's event. I
must start by saying that Keith was missed by all
when not there on Saturday and most of Sunday,
and our thoughts were with him and his family.
Setup was under way by mid morning Friday,
and proceeded till complete that afternoon. Keith
was able to be on site to guide the process with
his usual gentle diplomacy. Special thanks go to
Albert Anderson for his loan of the compressor
and his beautifully built air hammer, to Jeff Symanski for coming by with his Army crane behemoth to unload and set the power hammer, then
return on Sunday to reload. Thanks also to Larry
Woltz who made the trip from home to bring his
power hammer, even though he could not attend.
This was our ninth Spring Fling. They seem
to go a little smoother with each event, building
on the experiences of the past year. The Guild is
in debt to the large number of demonstrators who
continue to make themselves available, and the
talents that they share with everyone. Not to be
forgotten are the "behind the scenes" folks who
do everything from the planning, phoning, mailing, photographing, shopping, gathering of equipment and hauling, to those who make themselves
available for running into town at the last minute
for some forgotten but important item. Each person there seems to be actively involved, and that
is what makes it work.

ada, Will Shafer was here from Oakland, California, and the Zimmermanns were with us again
from St. Cloud, Florida. The entire east coast
was well represented with a total attendance of
311 all eager to learn, buy, swap, and spin some
of the most outlandish tales I've heard since last
year.
Unfortunately Clay Smith, the Gunsmith
from Colonial Williamsburg was unable to be
with us again this year due to a last minute bout
with pneumonia. Clay was missed, but his time
was well filled by Steve Mankowski who demonstrated all day on both Saturday and Sunday!
A big thanks to Steve for filling in on top of his
own demonstrations!
I have received several calls and emails since
the end of the event, all from folks that had a
wonderful time and wanted to be sure that all involved got a pat on the back for a fine weekend.
The demonstrators, Ed Small, Josh Greenwood,
and Steve Mankowski were appreciated as well
as the vast tailgating area, and the general good
time that was shared by all.
Now we stand in front of our fires, thinking
of things to do next year, our tenth Spring Fling.
It is not too soon to start planning, and now it
starts all over again.
See you there,
Chris Worsley

Meals were bountiful under the direction of
Bill Wojcik and Melissa Sullivan and a crew of
as many as 20 volunteers who ran from daybreak
to dusk. Again this year the attendees arrived
with enough items for the auction and Iron in the
Hat to keep Bev and Tom Coker, Susan Fonseca,
and several others very busy checking things in.
The excellent quality of the donated items was
appreciated by all that got to take something
home.
I find it comforting that people travel so far to
join us at the Fairfax Wildlife Club for the weekend. Maurice Holloway came from Ottawa, Can-
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Nol Putnam auctioning the wine bottle holder
made by Phil Heath. Photo by Tom & Bev Coker
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COMING BGOP EVENTS
May 18
June 1
June 15
June 29
July 6
July 14
July 20
Aug 3
Aug 3-5
Aug 17
Aug 31

The Blacksmith Process,
John Careatti
Swap Night* /Open Forge Safety
Demo
Welding Demo*
Board Meeting
Ken Zastrow and Chris Worsley,
Pipe Forging
Gulf Branch Nature Center Open
House from noon to 4 pm.
Forging Bracelets,
Fay LeCompte
Making table items for sale
Frying Pan Park
Dipper Contest
Phil & Bill
Board meeting

* Gulf Branch parking lot

OTHER EVENTS OF INTEREST
5/18-5/19

Southeastern Regional Blacksmith
Conference
location: Madison Georgia
This regional conference held every two years in
Madison, Georgia is not to be missed! This years
demonstrators include Gary Brown, California; Dimitri
Gerakaris, New Hampshire; Robbin Hudson, Maryland
and Torvald Sorenson, Washington. New hands on
programs will compliment this years conference with
workshops in copper rose construction, enameling and
iron casting. There will be hammer control, fire tending
and 'Hit it Hard' classes taught on site, so wear old
clothes and safety glasses and join the fun!
contact: Dewayne Frost lbrtyhill@aol.com

5/19
Steam, Gas & Horse Association show
location: Brownsville, Pa., National Pike
<http://www.tremel.net/npsgha/>
5/19-5/20
Portersville, Pa. Spring Gas Up
location: http://catfish-hollow.com/Portersville
Northwest Pennsylvania Steam Engine & Old
Equipment Association, Inc.
5/19-5/20
Blacksmith Days
location: Carroll County Farm Museum
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6/1-6/3
5th international exhibition
location: Stolberg Castle

( near Achen, Germany)
GRATINGS; GATES AND DOORS"
and special exhibition ..DAMASZENE STEEL
Internationaler Fachverband Gestaltender Shmiede e. V.
www.ifgs.org.de

contact: IFGS Vice President Matthias Peters
Josef-von-Gorres-Str. 34-38
52222 Stolberg (Germany)
Tel.: 0049/2402/25841
Fax.: 0049/2402/85936
E-mail: ifgs@gmx.de

from June 1st till July 15th 2001
on the Stolberg Castle ( near Achen, Germany)
from June 1st till June 4th symposium and major demonstration of smithing
6/4-6/8
Workshops in Blacksmithing & Metals
location: Appalachian Center for Crafts
Basic Blacksmithing - Vance Baker. Hydraulic Die
Forming - Lee Marshall
contact: 931-372-3051 1560 Craft Center Drive,
Smithville, TN 37166
6/11-6/15
Workshops in Blacksmithing & Metals
location: Appalachian Center for Crafts
Dragons - Steve Williamson. Basic Jewelry Making Jewel Clark. Surface Embellishment - Leonard Urso
contact: 931-372-3051 1560 Craft Center Drive,
Smithville, TN 37166
6/11-6/17

Women's Welding Workshop
and Retreat
location: Taos, NM
www.taoswebb.com/spitfire
This event is a hands on workshop for women interested
in learning welding in a relaxed environment.
Location: Taos, NM
contact: Christina Sporrong spitfire4rg@hotmail.com

6/29-7/1
CanIron III
location: Western Development Museum, North
Battleford Branch, North Battleford, Saskatchewan,
Canada
This year's event will feature Mark Pearce of Calgary,
John MacDonald of Nova Scotia and Nancy Little of
Nova Scotia. Dorothy Stiegler, Bob Patrick and Mike &
Robin Boone will be representing the United States.
International demonstrators will include Shona Johnson
and Pete Hill from Scotland. Demonstrators from
Saskatchewan will include Bill Plant and Jim Jensen
with several others to follow.
contact: Glen Grismer 306-933-4985 grismer@sk.
sympatico.ca 115 Riel Cresent, Saskatchewan S7J-2W7,
Canada

The Blacksmiths’ Guild of the Potomac
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7/20-7/22

Third Biennial Upper Midwest Regional
Blacksmithing Conference
location: Thresherman's Reunion Park, Pontiac, IL
This third biennial blacksmithing conference is cosponsored by the Upper Midwest Blacksmith's
Association, Indiana Blacksmith's Association and the
Illinois Valley Blacksmith's Association. This years
event features demonstrations by Ward Grossman,
Allan Kress, Bob Patrick, Mike Rocca, Roger Carlsen
and Roger Lorance. Tailgating sites are free to
participants and there will also be vendors on site.
Camping is available.
contact: John Biewer (847)746-2470
leebiewer@sprintmail.com

7/30-8/4
Fancis Whitaker Memorial Master Class
This is an advanced blacksmithing class taught as
Francis taught his classes at CRMS, John C. Campbell,
and elsewhere. The emphasis is on individual projects
using traditional techniques and joinery. This class is
limited to 6 students.
contact: Eric Harmon 303-989-2694 EJHotIron@aol.
com 2270 S. Ellis Ct., Lakewood, CO 80228
7/30-8/3
Workshops in Blacksmithing & Metals
location: Appalachian Center for Crafts
Introduction to Blacksmithing - Lynda Metcalfe.
Mechanical & Electron Animation Techniques for the
metalsmith - Ira Sherman
contact: 931-372-3051 1560 Craft Center Drive,
Smithville, TN 37166

location: Hern Ironworks Foundry, Coeur d'Alene, ID,
will host the meet and invites us to participate in a
casting pour. Plenty of camping and RV space is
available on site. Motel and Inns are available, call the
Coeur d'Alene Chamber of Commerce (208)664-3194
for more details.
Co-sponsored by the Kootenay Blacksmith's
Association, Northern Rockies Blacksmiths Association
and the Northwest Blacksmiths Association, this will be
an in-depth meet that will focus on creating, sizing and
fitting forged ironwork. Bob Partick will be the featured
demonstrator.Registration fees for NWBA, KBA and
NRBA members is $50.00. $60.00 for non-members.
There will be a $15.00 charge for each addtional family
member. The fee includes Saturday dinner. Make
checks payable to NWBA, 8002 NE Highway 99,
Vancouver, WA 98665
contact: John Loeffler (509)548-4754
bluemoon@televar.com
10/13-10/14 5th Annual
Saltfork Blacksmithing conference
Doug Merkel from Sugar grove NC will demonstrate
general blacksmithing and Jim Poor from Midland TX
will demonstrate Farrier Contest blacksmithing
contact: Mike George 580-327-5235 jmgeorge@pldi.
net 1227 4th

7/30-8/4

10/20-10/21 Appalachian Blacksmiths Association
Fall Conference
location: www.members.aol.com/anvilwork/index.html
contact: David G. Allen (304)624-7248
anvilwork@aol.com

8/9-8/12

11/2-11/4
Forging In The Forest
location: Bardstown, KY, 20 minutes south of
Louisville, KY on Rt 165.
This annual conference hosted by the Kentucky
Blacksmiths will be held and co-sponsored by
Bernheim Arboretum and Research Forest, Bardstown,
KY.
contact: Craig Kaviar (502)561-0377
ckaviar@kaviarforge.com

First Annual
Francis Whitaker Memorial Master Class
location: Carbondale, CO
This first annual event, sponsored by the Rocky
Mountain Smiths' will feature Clay Spencer as the
instructor. The class will be project oriented,
emphasizing traditional techniques.
contact: Eric Harmon (303)989-2694 ejhotiron@aol.
com
Rocky Mountain Smiths'
Blacksmithing Conference XI
location: Carbondale, CO
contact: George Morris (303)485-8380

9/7-9/9
Steam show days
location: Carroll County Farm Museum
9/8-9/10
AGM Wolfe Island at Kinston
location: Wolfe Island, Ontario
contact: Duff MacDonald 613-385-2412 R.R. #4,
Wolfe Island, Ontario K0H 2Y0
10/5-10/7

Anvil Shoot
In a closed session on March 30,2001 the
Board of Directors of The Blacksmiths' Guild
of the Potomac, Inc. voted unanimously that
the Guild would abstain from shooting the
anvil at Spring Fling 2001.

Canadian, Northwest &
Rockies Regional Metalsmiths Conference

May/June 2001
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NEW FILM HONORS NOL PUTNAM
On the evening of May 5, several Guild members
gathered in Grace Episcopal Church with at least half
the population of The Plains, VA, to attend the premier showing of "The Prophet of The Plains", a documentary about Nol Putnam at work in his White Oak
Forge, and his relationship to the community.
No 40 minute film can capture such a rich and
full life, but fellow townsperson and film maker, Ann
Gerber, has come as near as possible.
Through reflections from a town shopkeeper, fellow
artists, a local waitress, and the Rector at the Episcopal Church, as well as from his own words and actions, Nol's last 18 years as blacksmith in The Plains
comes alive to the viewer. Views of the town and the
surrounding countryside created a lovely setting for
the 'story' much as a silversmith might create a setting
for a gemstone. From the film's dialog and music,
and from the pictures of Nol working at his forge,
greeting folks in his shop, or walking his dog through
the town, even a stranger would easily see why Nol is
so loved and respected. Ken and I were glad to be in
the audience, and found it to be an honest and moving
testimony to a remarkable man.
Nancy Zastrow

You may order a copy of the video from Amy Gerber,
FlatCoatFilms, P.O. Box, 1011, Middleburg VA
20118; telephone 540-253-5107.

Jan Kochansky

3. Tempering – Heating hardened steel to a temperature below critical to remove some of the hardness of newly-hardened steel to give it enough
toughness to allow practical use. Carbon steels
temper in the 250–500°F range, while some hot
work steels can be tempered at 1100°F. Steels
should be tempered immediately after hardening;
in the newly hardened state the steel is stressed
and may crack spontaneously and is in any case
easily breakable.
Warm up cold steel (‘take the frost off’) before placing in the fire to heat to forging temperature.
Ed uses round stock for forging. If there’s a hidden
fracture, it shows up during forging. If you use a
piece of flat stock (like a leaf spring) and just grind it
to shape, fractures may not show up until after heat
treating (or even worse, later, during use).

For objects the size of a knife blade, even waterhardening steels should be quenched in oil. In cold
weather, warm the oil up to above 50°F (some say
>100°F) before use for good stuff.

Ed Small – Heat Treating
Pretty much any heat treatment can be divided into
three categories:
1. Annealing (softening) – Heating steel to above
the critical temperature and cooling slowly to give
a form of steel that is as soft as possible to facilitate machining, filing, grinding, &c. How slowly
depends on the steel. For simple carbon steels and
some low alloy steels, a modification called
‘normalizing’ (heat above the critical temperature

The Newsletter

2. Hardening – Heating above the critical temperature and cooling rapidly to give a steel as hard as
possible, but usually too brittle for use. How rapidly depends on the steel. Quenching media vary
from water/brine (fastest) through oil to air
(slowest). Most used car parts are oil hardened.

Tool steel has a narrower forging range than mild
steel. Don’t work it too hot (it burns readily) or too
cold (it cracks).

Notes from Spring Fling
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and cool in still air) is acceptable. It’s not as good
as annealing, but may be close enough. Some tool
steels can’t be normalized (they harden on aircooling), and for some, the cooling rate required
for annealing is less than 20°F per hour. Annealing is a good idea in general, and certainly if you
are using used (recycled) tool steel. Heat it up,
then cool in a bucket of dry ashes, vermiculite, or
diatomaceous earth. Hans Peot recommends placing the hot steel between layers of Kaowool and
coming back in two days.

The working edge of the tool should not be withdrawn from the quench bath until cold (if the oil on
the tool smokes when it is withdrawn, the tool is still
too hot). You should be able to hold it in your hand
(about 150°F). Temper immediately.
Ed edge-hardens his blades, heating up only the edge
with a torch and then quenching. This gives a hard
edge on a tough back, making the knife blade less
likely to break.

The Blacksmiths’ Guild of the Potomac
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Photos by: Tom & Bev Coker
NEW MEMBERS
585 R. F. G. Heath,
586 Ken Hadfield,
587 Fernandez Thomas
588 Matthew Beltz
589 Jack Henson
590 Doug Courtney
591 Michelle Frankfurter
592 Charlie Perticari
593 Luther Zimmerman
594 Robert Scott
595 Angela Scott
596 Thomas Dugan
597 Mike Nugent
598 Bryan Fritts
599 Keith Hartman
600 Dan Hall

May/June 2001

RENEWED MEMBERSHIP

S. Devon England
S. Devon England
Graves Mill Virginia
Alexandria Virginia
Delaplane Virginia
Mechanicsville Maryland
Washington DC
College Park Maryland
Hagerstown Maryland
Burke Virginia
Burke Virginia
Owings Maryland
Arlington Virginia
Blue Ridge Virginia
Glen Rock Pennsylvania
Vienna Virginia

170 Ross Sullivan
254 Ray Noble
365 Richard Harris
439 Charles Mull
566 Dave Soles

King George Virginia

Princess Anne Maryland
Annandale Virginia
Selinsgrove Pennsylvania
Arlington Virginia

Lost at Spring Fling
2 lbs. Beeswax, 1 pt. Goop and 1 Blacksmith Mug
contact: Skip Roberts 703-641-8940

The Blacksmiths’ Guild of the Potomac

Steel Rose by Mike
Walker
Photo by Bev & Tom
Coker
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Last issue we talked about A 36 the good old hot rolled structural steel that many of us use for most of
our forge work. This issue I would like to cover some information about other steels and some of the
Systems that are used to classify or identify them. Hopefully this information can be of use to Blacksmiths as they find various steels and consider uses that they might make of them. Most of us scrounge
material in one way or another and it can be helpful to understand the makeup of various steels and
where and how they might be used. In other cases we may want to make something for a given purpose
and want to buy the right steel for that end use. Broadly speaking steels can be divided into two major
classifications Standard Steels, i.e. Carbon Steels, Alloy Steels, and Stainless Steels and the second
Tool Steels.
In this issue we will talk some about Carbon Steels and Alloy Steels while in future issues I hope to 9°
into Stainless Steels and Tool Steels. Just what is "steel" anyway? Steel is really the name for alloys of
iron and carbon within defined ranges of carbon content. It may contain other metals at certain percentages making it an alloy steel. If we raise the carbon content enough we move beyond the range of steel
and into the world of cast iron. Generally steels have less the 2 percent carbon and cast irons carbon
from 2 percent to 6 percent. Steels can be either cast, or wrought. Wrought means that it has been reheated from the cast form and worked by rolling or forging or extrusion. Most of the steel that we see
will have been rolled, and we of course like to forge it. The carbon content of most of the steels that we
will meet are 1 percent and below. All steels contain varying amounts of other elements; some put
there on purpose, others that are really contaminants and the steel makers are trying to limit.
So let's talk a little about Carbon Steels and Alloy Steels. Well steel is classed as a "Carbon Steel
when it has a manganese content less that 1.65 percent, a silicon content less than 0.60 percent and a
copper content of less that 0.60 percent. What? Yep, that's what the book said. Want to read more?
Machinery's Handbook published by Industrial Press Inc. has very good sections on Standard and
Tool Steels, and I highly recommend this book in any one of it many editions. Machinery's Handbook
goes on to explain that above these limits and with the additions of other elements steels are classified
as Alloy Steels. By convention, if an alloy steel has 4 percent or more Chromium (Chrome) then it
comes into the special classification of either a Tool Steel or a Stainless Steel. In other cases high alloy
levels of other elements give us other forms of Tool Steels.
In the last issue of Tech Stuff I comment that I didn't know why most of our standard steels where classified with a 4 or 5 digit numbering system and then we had this thing called A 36. Well, with further
reading, my friendly Machinery's Handbook explains why. The Standard Steel Numbering System that
is widely used in the USA to classify carbon, low alloy and stainless steels are based on chemical composition. It is a system authored by the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) and American Iron and
Steel Institute (AISI) (It's really two systems, almost identical and for most of blacksmithing purposes
can be thought of as a common identification system.) What it isn't is a purchasing specification! That's
what the A 36 turns out to be - -a purchasing specification published by the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM).
The SAE, AISI system. This four or five digit steel naming system is based on the varying amounts of
carbon and other principle alloying element found in that type of steel. Here is a breakdown of that system.
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The first number tells you the major alloying element as follows.
1st Nr
in name

Major Alloying Elements

Comments

1

a carbon steel

can contain low levels of other alloying elements

2

a nickel steel

3

a nickel-chromium steel

4

a molybdenum steel

4140 engineering steel, or 4340

5

a chromium steel

5160, spring steel for example or
52100 bearing steel

6

a chromium-vanadium steel

7

a tungsten steel

8

a nickel-chromium-molybdenum 8620 a steel used in the manufacture
steel
of parts with case hardening, for
example case hardened gears

9

a silicon-manganese steel

The 2nd number in the name indicates
sub groups within the basic alloy
group defined by the Ist number.
(counting from left to right)
10

Plain carbon

11

Free cutting

13

Manganese

14

Boron

41

Molybdenum-chromium

43

Molybdenum-chromium-nickel

46

Molybdenum-nickel

The 3rd and 4th and 5th number indicates the percentage of carbon in hundreds of a percent. In other
words --20 as in 1020 steel means 0.20 of 1 percent carbon. In 4140 the --40 means 0.40 of 1 percent
carbon. These are also often referred to as points of carbon -100 points being 10;0. Again 1020 would
have 20 points of carbon and 4140 would have 40 points.
Here is your test for the this issue.
Test question 1.) How much carbon in 4340? Hint same amount as in 4140.
Test question 2.) How much carbon in 52100?
Quiz answers. Question 1) 0.40 of 1 percent carbon or 40 points. Question 2.) 1.00 of 1 percent carbon,
another way to say it is that 52100 is 1 percent carbon or 100 points. Likewise our 1095, water hardening or W1 is 0.95 of 1 percent carbon or 95 points or almost the same as 52100. On the other hand they
are quite a bit different because the 52100 has 2 percent chrome.
After spending all of this ink and paper on the above you may ask the question --what good is all of this
to me as a blacksmith? Well, I think it can help us a great deal in understanding how different steels
will perform and likewise tell us something about what different steels might be in things we scrounge.
First, if you happen to know what a steel is --because you 1.) bought it. 2.) it was a "drop" from a know
piece of steel. or 3.) someone gave it to you and told you what it was. If you know the number of the
steel then there are lots of sources you can turn to learn about properties of that steel, heat treating it
and what it might be useful for.
By the way, I have to relate that I worked for about 10 to 15 years in the metals industry before I knew
what a "drop" was. A "drop" is the piece of scrap that is too short to use when a manufacturer or shop
is making something from standard lengths of steel. In other words if I am cutting 36 inch pieces from
a 20 foot length I am going to get 6 useable lengths plus one piece of scrap that is about 2 feet long.
May/June 2001
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When I lived in the Davenport, Iowa area we had a number of shops that would send very good alloy
steel drops to the local scrap yard. With luck you could buy these short lengths for 10 to 15 cents a
pound. In many cases since they were the end of the bar they would have the color code on the steel.
Never found that type of scrap here in Knoxville, but I still have a good supply of some of these bars. If
you get to know some shops in your area you may be able to get drops directly from them. They are
only going to get a few cents a pound when they sell this scrap to the scrap dealer.
Lets talk about what's important to a blacksmith as a starting point --I think number one is carbon content. In general we can think of this as three classes of steel. Low carbon --say 0.35 percent and less.
Medium carbon --0.40 to 0.70 carbon and high carbon- 0.80 and above. Carbon content tells us how
hard we can get the steel with heat treatment. Alloy content tells us about hardenability.
These two terms are often confused. Hardness is defined as a material resistance to indentation or
penetration. Another way to says this is the resistance of the material to plastic deformation at and near
the surface. Because wear is closely related to hardness we also think of higher hardness surfaces wearing better, or higher hardness holding an edge better on a knife or cutting tool. On the other hand,
hardenability relates the depth of hardness below a surface and / or the capacity of a steel to throughharden. What this means is that when certain alloys are added to plain carbon steel they can be
quenched at slower rates and obtain similar hardness and have that hardness extend much deeper into
the steel. I don't want to be overbearing on the importance of these terms --since I often confuse terms.
(I seem to mix up fuller and swage all of the time. --I always know what I mean to say, it just doesn't
always come out right.) If we understand these concepts it can help us understand more on the uses of
different steels. If folks are interested I hope to spend future Tech Stuff columns going into some of
this in more detail.
Back to what the percentage of carbon means to us.
Low Carbon "Plain" Carbon steel. 5 to 35 points of Carbon. This is the stuff we forge most of the
time. 1020 or our A 36 falls in this range. At the very low end of this range is material like 1008 that Is
rolled into thin sheet and used for deep drawing applications such as appliance sheet and auto sheet
Also common nails are made from 1008.
Medium Carbon "Plain" Carbon steel. 40 to 75 points. I think of this as the old engineering steel.
1045 for example. Used where higher hardness and strength are wanted at a low cost. Found in shafts,
nuts and bolts, etc. I have found it in low end hydraulic cylinder rods for example. Is often sold in hot
rolled forms --and I think this is where some material finds it way to Blacksmith's "who think it is low
carbon or mild steel" the result being that it works much harder and forge welds with more difficulty.
Spark testing, if you are good at it, should help you know that it has more carbon than usual. Because
of the higher carbon this material can make fair tooling but not as good as high carbon or alloy steels.
Hammers are commonly make in production shops from a 1060 steel.
High Carbon ':Plain" Carbon steel. 80 points and greater. This includes everything from railroad rail
to files and knife and wood-working edge tools. Railroad rail may be in the high end of medium carbon
or the low end of high carbon. It is a very clean high quality steel --and is a great scrap source for
making things like hammers, dies and other tooling where you want to start with a heavy section. Much
old rail has been remanufactured into steel fence posts. (They just slit it and roll it into the new shape.)
1095 or W1 fits into this class and is the material of choice for lots of tooling applications. Great for
edge tools that will not get too hot. Water hardening drill rod is 1095 or similar steel.
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Now for Alloy Steels and we could go on and on here but I will try to limit it to a few more common
ones. By adding alloys we can get steels that harden (based on carbon content) to much greater depths
and allow slower quench rates. This means oil can be used to quench them, they can "through" harden
and in many cases are stronger and tougher than "plain" carbon steels.
Low Carbon Alloy steels. This is a group of steels that are used mostly for case hardening applications
and as high strength low alloy steels. We will come back to these in some future discussion in Tech
Stuff .
Medium Carbon Alloy steels. 35 to 70 points of carbon. 4140 for example. This is today the most
common engineering steel used for parts requiring good strength and toughness along with reasonable
hardness. In many cases it has replaced 1045. In my old day job it was the number one steel used to
build rolling mill equipment. 4340 also falls in this group and used for many of these types of
applications. You will find these steels in shafts, axles, etc. I like it for making things like tongs, etc.
and have used it for hammers. If used for tongs it is important that you don't quench it from a red heat
but let it air cool until well into the black.
Another medium carbon alloy steel that Blacksmiths seem to like and get their hands on is 5160. This
is found in many automotive spring applications, both coil and flat and has been used by many
Blacksmiths to make tooling like punches, drifts and even hot cuts. Since we can get our hands on it for
almost free it is a good material to work with. The only real problem I have found with it is sometimes
you will get some of this from the scrap route that has seen a very hard life --and is prone to cracking
while you are working with it.
In the high carbon alloy steel class I will mention two steels. The first is O1, a low alloy tools steel.
(We will come back to this in a discussion of tool steels, but I want to include it here because it is a low
alloy carbon steel that is easy to obtain.) You can buy O1 as oil hardening drill rod. It has about 95
points of carbon along with chrome, vanadium and tungsten as alloy elements. Many machine shops
like it for making special tooling. It works well where you want good hardness and hardness all the
way through the part. For most Blacksmith tooling, I would go with W1 since it gives the similar
performance at lower cost and rehardening tooling is not such a big deal for us.
The other high carbon alloy steel I will mention is 52100. This is the common ball bearing steel. It has
about 2 percent chrome and 100 points of carbon. Not all bearings are 52100, many highest quality
roller bearings are case hardened steel, they are very high carbon at the surface, but the core is an alloy
steel like 4140 so that they are very tough too. Some Blacksmiths have had good luck using bearings
for tooling. It is somewhat hard to work with and has a narrow forging range but is ultra clean, high
quality steel and can make very effective things like punches and drifts.
That is enough Tech Stuff for this issue. I hope this type of information is useful to you. We have left
lots of doors open here to come back to in future issues. Next issue we will talk in some detail about
tool steels and their heat treatment.
Reprinted from the Jan/Feb 2001 Appalachian Area Chapter Newsletter
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Steve Mankowski

Josh Greenwood

Future Blacksmith?
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Ed Small

Melissa Sullivan

Jeff Symanski doesn’t hear the sigh of relief as he arrives to unload the power hammers.
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Drilling Holes
by
Dan Jennings
The Anvil's Horn Jan 2001
Arizona Artists Blacksmith Association
Drilling holes in today's hot rolled steel seems to be getting
harder. The material is usually inconsistent and often has hard
spots that bum out high-speed steel (HSS) drills. Here are a few
tips that can help solve hole problems.
Speed
Spindle speeds that are too fast will cause premature dulling,
and overheating of the drill bit. Too slow can also cause the drill
bit to dull, will require more pressure and will slow down the
drilling process. The Harig Speed and Feed Calculator recommends drilling soft steels at 60 to 80 surface feet per minute and
medium hard steel (which hot roll can some times be) at 40 to 60
sfpm. Here is a chart based on 60 feet per minute. Use this chart
as a starting point and adjust drill speed based on the color of the
chips. If chips are straw to blue, reduce the speed (this assumes a
sharp drill bit) until there is no heat discolorization.
Sharp Drills
A dull drill can actually cause high carbon and nickel alloy
steels to harden ahead of the drill point and can actually bum up
the drill even when proper speeds are used. Until recently I have
always sharpened drills by hand and eye. Recently I got a Drill
Dr. made by Darex (Darex has been the standard of industrial drill
sharpeners for years). The Drill Dr. will grind both standard 118
degree and 135 degree split point drills with all of the correct geometry. They work like new and sometimes better. For the $150
to $180 the Drill Dr. is a great investment.
Split Point Drills
These are drills that have the web relieved to create an additional cutting surface that goes right to the center of the drill.
They have a 135 degree included angle (regular
drills are 118). Split point drills tend to be self-centering and require less pressure to get them to cut. They are made to cut harder
materials such as tools steels and stainless. They are great when
using a hand drill where pressure is only generated by muscle or
body weight. Home Depot carries some split point drills. Try a
3/16 diameter in your Black and Decker to see how easily it cuts
and how it tends to stay centered on the punch mark instead of
running amuck. Drawbacks? They tend to be a little grabby when
used to enlarge a hole and they sometimes don't drill as cleanly
(particularly in soft material) as standard drills.
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Cobalt
The addition of cobalt in HSS results in increased hardness and
strength. Cobalt drills will usually go right through the hard spot
that would bum up a HSS drill. They stay sharp up to 10 times
longer and are less prone to breakage. They are more expensive
than HSS, but in the smaller sizes the increase is not significant. I
recently purchased an American made 1/16 to 1/2 set of 1/64th
increments from MSC for $79.00 (on sale). Not much more than
HSS. However, a 1", American made, 1/2 shank, HSS lists for
$29.59, while the cobalt is $55.58. Coated Drills. During the 20+
years I spent working in machine shops, we tried a variety of
coatings including diamond and titanium nitrite. Some of the
coatings do help for a while, but when the coating wears off the
benefit is gone. Some of the drills on the market say they are titanium coated, but don't say they are HSS, which probably makes
them carbon steel. Don't waste your money on any carbon steel
drills, with or without the coating. My experience says that coated
drills are OK if the coating is free. Otherwise, stick with uncoated
HSS or Cobalt. Lubrication. Using cutting oil will prolong the life
of the drill and help get through the hard spots. I use any brand
that says cutting oil and looks dark
brown. Crisco, applied with an acid brush works well, but can
go rancid during our summers and smells like KFC. Many
times I am drilling holes after the part has been forged and I
don't want cutting oil on the part to contaminate the paint or
wax finish. I then use beeswax, paraffin, nothing, or an evaporating fluid such as Tapmatic.
Drill presses
Most drill presses I see in blacksmith shops and in the home
centers are really intended for woodworking. They don't go slow
enough and they aren't rigid enough. As you can see on the chart,
it would be nice to have at least a couple speed choices between
150 and 500 RPM (on many, the slowest speed is over 300). The
quill should not rattle in the head casting. Try grasping the chuck
and moving it left and right, back and forth. You should not feel
any movement. While you can get by with a 1/2 HP motor, 3/4 or
even 1HP will do a lot more work.

Drill Speeds for mild steel,
based on 60 SFPM
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Spring Fling

Leann Lewis, Chris Worsley, Gene Degenhardt, Roger Amidon, Pete Cinla,
Josh Greenwood, Steve Mankowski, Nol Putnam, Phil Heath, Ken Schwartz,
Ken Zastrow, Kayne & Sons, Dave Hutchison
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Display Gallery

Gene Degenhardt, Phil Heath, Matthew Harris, Albert Anderson, Tim Bradford,
Dave Hutchison, Jack Duckworth, Mike Joy, Josh Greenwood, Mike Walker,
Chris Worsley, John Dittmeier
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Artist-Blacksmiths’ Association of North America, Inc.
PO Box 816, Farmington, GA 30638 USA
706-310-1030 tel 706-769-7147 fax
abana@abana.org; www.abana.org
President's Letter to the Chapters

April 2001

Dear Chapter Officers and Members,
One recurring themes I have heard since becoming an ABANA member is references to factions of ABANA based on geographical location, traditional versus artists-smiths, etc. This theme is usually based on past history and events, rooted in the
personalities of the persons involved with ABANA during some time period in ABANA's history. Some of these incidents
were based on substantive issues of policy and direction. Other incidents were rooted in personal conflicts or reasons lost in
the fog of history, but have grown to mythic proportion and now have taken on a life of their own. I ran for the Board in part
to make this an organization that embraces all legitimate aspects of blacksmithing and uses those aspects as a source of
strength to move ABANA and blacksmithing into the future. I intend to continue that effort, but to do so we must remove the
obsession with these ghosts of the past from our organization. This Board cannot undo any of the real or imagined past slights
or omissions, mistakes or miscommunication between the Board, ABANA members or ABANA chapters, in all directions,
since it's inception. But if this obsession is not removed, ABANA will continue to meet unnecessary resistance from within in
it's efforts to move blacksmithing into the 21st century stronger than ever before. These instances are in the past; this Board is
working in the present for the future of blacksmithing and ABANA. This does not mean that past issues are to be dismissed
out of hand, but rather put in the proper perspective as we move into the future. And we must move into the future.
This Board under my leadership is an activist board, engaged in moving ABANA forward in part by upholding the existing
policies and procedures of ABANA. This has caused concerns and resistance from some chapters and individuals. But as I
have said in past messages, the Board has a legal obligation to uphold those policies and procedures and will do so. The other
side of this relationship is our effort to improve the relationship with the membership and the chapters. Information is sent to
chapter presidents and editors, posted on the ABANA website, included in both The Anvil's Ring and Hammer’s Blow. We as
a Board use these tools to communicate with the chapters and the membership; these are our voices to you. Some of the conversations I have had with chapter members reveal that this information is not reaching the proper audience. Why some are
aware and others are not is a mystery to me. But what is disturbing to me is the lack of calls to any of the Board members for
clarification on topics or responses to requests for feedback. Frankly, much incorrect information is floating around that could
be clarified with a call or an e-mail to a Board member. Communication is a two-way street. We need feedback on what we
are doing, but little has been offered. The request for comments on the draft Statement of Mutual Responsibilities has gotten
three responses. This document defines the relationship between the chapters and ABANA and we need your input. Bob Fredell and his Member Services Committee have some new ideas that hopefully will be introduced by the end of the year.
Again, these will need cooperation and input from the chapters. We cannot help you if you do not participate in this dialogue.
There has been discussions regarding a re-examination of the relationship between the chapters and ABANA. We cannot take
this step without input from all ABANA Chapters and the understanding by all of ABANA and the chapters as to what such a
change may bring to ABANA and the chapters. Any such step must be productive and a benefit for the whole organization. I
feel that to do anything at this time without input from all the chapters regarding their issues with the present arrangement, a
clear understanding of what all the chapters want from any different relationship, the introduction to the chapters and the
membership of possible changes that the Board is working on and will be introducing over the rest of the year, and a firm
agenda and a clear understanding by all involved of the ramifications of each possible new arrangement would be premature
and non-productive.
These changes will take time, patience and open-minded cooperation from all involved. We must work together to build this
relationship. This Board will continue to communicate with you, and we welcome and need your input.
Safe and productive forging.
Doug Learn, President
Artist-Blacksmith's Association of North America, Inc.
121 Pebble Woods Drive
Doylestown, PA 18901-2907
(215) 489-1742

cjfdlearn@mindspring.com
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Artist-Blacksmiths’ Association of North America, Inc.
PO Box 816, Farmington, GA 30638 USA
706-310-1030 tel 706-769-7147 fax
abana@abana.org; www.abana.org

ABANA Chapter Liaison Letter

April 2001

The often asked question, “What does ABANA do for me for my 45 bucks -- or more-a year?” This letter will focus on two things that ABANA will do for you in the future.
ABANA’s Member Services committee is currently working on two (actually, more than two, but for now I will talk about
only two) new programs that have the potential of giving a whole lot of assistance to the chapters. Here they are.
It seems to me that it was Mark Twain who said, “The ABANA chapters will correctly do all of the things some of the time,
some of the things all of the time, but not all of the things all of the time.” Being inspired by the wisdom of Mr. Twain, we
decided to develop a new program that will let all of the chapters know about some of the things that some of the chapters are
doing right.
We have thought this program through only in general terms—no particulars yet. It would work something like this. We will
identify 10, or so, crucial aspects of a chapter organization, such as the structure of the board of directors, educational program, etc. Then, seek out those chapters that are successfully administering one or more of these crucial aspects of their chapter organization. The final step would be to send this information to all of the chapters for their use. We need to share our
blacksmithing skills and our administration skills.
The second new program is a combination of communication between ABANA and the chapters and recruitment of ABANA
members. We are just starting to think this program through, so I can give you only a thumb nail sketch.
Participating chapters appoint an ABANA-chapter representative, to be known as The Rep. The task of The Rep is to give the
chapter members the latest information about ABANA and to hear the questions and comments and to relay this feedback to
the Member Services Committee. The big deal about this program is that it is one more way for ABANA to communicate
with the chapters. But mostly, it is an opportunity for persons to speak their piece and to be heard by ABANA. Communication is a two way street. If this is going to work, we must give The Rep the tools and the support to do the job—this is the part
that will take some good planning on our part.
The Rep, speaking at every chapter meeting, and keeping ABANA in the awareness of persons will hopefully result in an increase in ABANA membership.
Let me know what you think about these new programs.
Bob Fredell, Chairman
Member Services Committee
3500-45 Ave. So.
Minneapolis, MN 55406-2927
(612) 721-2298
fredell@frostbit.com
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BGOP Membership Application and Renewal
Name

Home Phone

Address

Work Phone

City

State

Zip

I am a member of ABANA, The Artist Blacksmiths Association of North America  ڤYes  ڤNo

 ڤNew Member—$30 or 3 yrs—$60

 ڤRenewal—$20 or 3 yrs—$55

 ڤLife—$300

Make check payable to: BGOP
Mail check and Member application to: George T. Anderton, 5325 Ringold Place, Springfield VA 22151

To Ch ain B ridg e, Rt
123 an d Gle be R d

G ulf Branch Nature C en ter
36 08 N . Milita ry R oa d
Arlington VA 22 20 7
70 3-358-340 3
BGOP
s hop

Military
Road

Nature
C enter
P arking
L og
C ab in

To Lorcu m Lan e, R t 2 9,
Spo ut R un a nd Geo rg e
Wa s h in gton Pa rkw ay

Name:
Address:
City:
State:
Country:

E-mail:
Www url:
Phone:
Fax:

Zip/PC:

Credit Card Information
 ڤVisa  ڤMastercard Expiration Date:

Type of Membership ڤNew Member ڤRenewal

Card#

 ڤRegular—$45
 ڤContributing—$100
 ڤStudent—$35
 ڤLibrary—$35
 ڤSenior (65+) -$40  ڤOverseas Air —$80
 ڤOverseas surface -$60
ABANA Chaper Affiliation:
Application may also be made at the ABANA web
site: www.abana.org

M
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Submit check, money order (US banks only), or by credit card:

LeeAnn Michell
PO Box 816
Farmington GA 30638
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